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Durma Cloud makes the machines accessible and inspectable. Storages, analyze and keep track of machine data.

Laser Cutting Machines
Event History / Weekly Events History / Reports
With the new ‘’Event History’’ tab, a monitoring system
can provide;
The time of the machine stoppage,
The time of the machine period of not cutting while the
machine is on,
You can also access the cutting time data.

With the ‘’Event History Report’’ ;
Weekly events history provides detailed information
of all data which is speciﬁed in the event history;
Instantly,
Daily,
Weekly,
Monthly,
Yearly.
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Oﬀ Time,
Cutting Time,

Alarm Time,
Drive oﬀ time can be learned monthly and yearly.
These data can also be exported to excel format.

Resonator / Emission / Alarm
This tab provides information on the active operating status of the power supply modules. In case the number of modules
decreases, the warning an alarm sign will appear this will provide minimized time, money and job loss.

Resonator

Alarm

Emission Details

Advantages
Time loss is minimized by remote access to data,
Cost, consumption and productivity calculations can be controlled by transferring data to excel,
Durma Cloud monitors the instant or periodic performance of the machine,
Thanks to its warning/alarm facility generated by the system, the loss of money, work and time are prevented.
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Press Brakes

With Press Brake Cloud application, the customer can see the program name, motors temperature information, program
bending steps, program bending angle and the working stages of the machine according to the process on the web live.

In the bending reports tab, you can see the name of the bending programs, the dates of the transaction, the type of bent
material and how long the bending took place.

The alarms that occur during the bends made in the alarm reports tab and their numbers can be seen.
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Panel Bender

With the Panel Bender Cloud application, the user can follow the instant speed, material type / top-up and power
information of the program traded on the machine via the panel. Other screens are the same as the clouds of laser machines.

Plasma Cutting Machines

The user can follow the instant speed, parts / units and power information of the program cut on the machine via the panel.
Other screens are the same as the clouds of laser machines.
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Punch Press

Through the Punch Cloud application, the user can see the name of the program processed, the number of strokes in the
interrupted program, the number of strokes from the start of the machine, and the last 10 programs completed.

You can see the program names and the duration of the cuts since the installation in the cutting reports tab.
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Alarms from the installation can be viewed in the alarms tab.

